Is visual processing in the dorsal stream accessible to consciousness?
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There are two highly interconnected clusters of visually responsive areas in the primate cortex. These two clusters have relatively few interconnections with each other, though those interconnections are undoubtedly important. One of the two main clusters (the dorsal stream) links the primary visual cortex (V1) to superior regions of the occipito-parietal cortex, while the other (the ventral stream) links V1 to inferior regions of the occipito-temporal cortex [1–6]. According to our current understanding of the functional anatomy of these two systems, the dorsal stream’s principal role is to provide real-time ‘bottom-up’ visual guidance of our movements online. In contrast, the ventral stream, in conjunction with top-down information from visual and semantic memory, provides perceptual representations that can serve recognition, visual thought, planning and memory offline. In recent years, this interpretation, initially based chiefly on studies of non-human primates and human neurological patients, has been well supported by functional MRI studies in humans. This perspective presents empirical evidence for the contention that the dorsal stream governs the visual control of movement without the intervention of visual awareness.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are two highly interconnected clusters of visually responsive areas in the primate cortical mantle. These two clusters have relatively few interconnections with each other, though those interconnections are undoubtedly important. One of the two main clusters (commonly known as the dorsal stream) links the primary visual cortex (V1) to superior regions of the occipito-parietal cortex, while the other (the ventral stream) links V1 to inferior regions of the occipito-temporal cortex [1–6]. According to our current understanding of the functional anatomy of these two systems, the dorsal stream’s principal role is to provide real-time ‘bottom-up’ visual guidance of our movements online. In contrast, the ventral stream, in conjunction with top-down information from visual and semantic memory, provides perceptual representations that can serve recognition, visual thought, planning and memory offline [7–11]. In recent years, this interpretation, initially based chiefly on studies of non-human primates and human neurological patients, has been well supported by functional MRI studies in humans [12,13]. The well-documented inter-stream connections [4,10] can be assumed to play an important, though as yet poorly understood, role in the constant interplay between perception and visuomotor control that underpins our integrated visual life [10,14].

We have argued [10,15] that the course of primate evolution has resulted in these two visual streams operating on different computational principles, and that it has resulted concomitantly in them yielding qualitatively different visual products. Specifically, we have proposed that the visual products of dorsal stream processing are not available to conscious awareness—that they exist only as evanescent raw materials to provide the unconscious moment-to-moment sensory calibration of our movements. This article is intended to provide a brief review of the evidence from this claim, concentrating on three bodies of data, based on studies of (i) visual form agnosia, (ii) visual extinction and (iii) functional MRI.

2. EVIDENCE FROM VISUAL FORM AGNOSIA

Patient D.F. is an intensively studied patient who is quite unable to distinguish different shapes or to report the size or orientation of items she is presented with. This so-called visual form agnosia is a rare condition, and D.F. is particularly unusual in having well-preserved cognitive and motor functions. Of particular interest is that she is able to perform an amazingly full repertoire of visually guided acts tailored to the size, shape or orientation of different objects, despite being quite unable to tell us anything about those same geometrical properties [16–19]. Clearly, these observations imply that such figural information must be processed somewhere in D.F.’s brain, despite its inaccessibility for conscious report. We subsequently gained clear evidence from functional MRI as to where this processing takes place. D.F. was scanned while performing reaching and grasping actions to objects of different sizes and shapes [20]. A region lying in the anterior part of the dorsal stream, the anterior intraparietal area (AIP or aIPS), was found to be activated more strongly during reaching-to-grasp than during reaching movements alone (actually reaching with a closed fist), just as in healthy control subjects. This preserved net activation in aIPS strongly suggests that visual information about shape and contour undergoes transformations into the motor parameters...
required to execute well-formed grasping actions in D.F., using the normal neural pathways. Thus, D.F.’s dorsal stream evidently provides visual processing that, despite being inaccessible to conscious report, enables preserved visually guided prehension to take place.

That same study [20] provided clear evidence as to why D.F. has no conscious perception of visual shapes. The capacity to perceive and recognize shapes is known to be mediated by a brain region, the lateral occipital area (LO), that is located within the ventral stream. This area is mapped by comparing the pattern of activation that is observed when pictures or drawings of whole objects are viewed, with that observed when scrambled versions of the same images are viewed [21,22]. A high-resolution structural MRI scan of D.F.’s brain indicated a close correspondence between the location of her most dense brain damage (on both sides), and the expected location of area LO based on data from healthy control subjects [20]. In striking confirmation of this discovery, when D.F. herself viewed a series of line drawings of objects, versus fragmented versions of them, in the MRI scanner, no net activations could be detected in her brain (figure 1). In other words, D.F.’s brain damage seems to have completely destroyed area LO bilaterally—certainly functionally, and probably also anatomically [20]. These observations thus provide a straightforward explanation of D.F.’s visual form agnosia: she has lost the neural machinery for constructing percepts of shapes and patterns from their component features. As an aside, D.F. does better at identifying pictures when colour and fine surface detail are provided, and this is nicely paralleled by fMRI observations on the activation patterns in her ventral stream [23,24]. Ventral-stream regions outside the lesion location, in more medial parts of the occipito-temporal cortex, show robust net activations when, and only when, these surface features are present in images of objects presented to her [20].

The converse behavioural picture is seen in patients with unilateral or bilateral damage to their dorsal stream, who have difficulties in reaching for and grasping visual objects, while in most cases remaining able to report their perceptions and to make discriminations based on them [25–28]. Deficits in tailoring the grasp to the object, as opposed to deficits in reaching accuracy alone, appear to depend on whether the damage extends anteriorly to include area aIPS [29], in agreement with fMRI studies. These complementary dissociations following damage to the human ventral or dorsal stream demonstrate rather clearly that visual information about shape and contour can be used by the brain for guiding actions, despite being unavailable for conscious visual perception. They also tie this unconscious visuomotor processing of object geometry specifically to areas within the dorsal stream.

3. EVIDENCE FROM VISUAL EXTINCTION

The earlier-mentioned conclusions, reached from behavioural and neuroimaging observations of patient D.F., apply only to the visual processing of objects that formed the targets for simple actions—solid geometric shapes, for example, that she was asked to reach out for and pick up. But our acts of prehension in everyday life typically need to take into account much more visual information than just the properties of the target object. Clearly, if Milner & Goodale’s proposal [10] that we have no conscious access to the visual products of dorsal stream processing is to have any credibility, it must apply to all aspects of the visual control of our voluntary movements.

For example, we generally also use online visual feedback from the moving hand during the act of reaching out. This information serves to improve the accuracy of our reaches by providing moment-to-moment visual feedback about the relative spatial coordinates of the hand and its target during the movement. A second complication arises from the fact that the target objects that we need to interact with in real life are seldom present in isolation. In contrast to the impoverished stimulus arrays that characterize most research on visuomotor control, we often need to skirt around potential obstacles that lie in the vicinity of the target object or adjacent to the route of our intended action. It has been established that even when there is little or no chance of collision or damage taking place, our reaching movements still show small but consistent displacements away from non-target objects [30,31].

The question as to whether the brain, in processing this non-target information to guide our reaching movements through space, uses visual representations that can reach our conscious visual perception, cannot be addressed by testing patients like D.F. This is because...
her brain damage is concentrated in area LO, a brain module dedicated to object–shape perception rather than to static or dynamic spatial processing. Instead, we have carried out extensive testing of a patient with visual extinction. Extinction, which is a symptom often associated with spatial neglect, refers to a failure to detect a sensory stimulus presented on the side of space opposite to a brain lesion, when and only when there is simultaneously a stimulus present on the ‘good’ (ipsi-lesional) side as well. The definition requires that a unilateral stimulus on either side can be detected alone, thus ruling out a simple sensory failure. Extinction is believed to be caused by a pathological imbalance of attentional resources, which reveals itself as a loss of awareness on the contra-lesional side of space under competitive conditions. As a rule, extinction occurs most reliably when the sensory stimulation is presented very briefly, presumably because longer presentations allow time for attention to be switched from one side to the other. This time-dependence of extinction makes it an ideal ‘experiment of nature’ for studying the causal role of sensory awareness in behaviour, because at intermediate stimulus durations, the patient will sometimes detect, and sometimes not detect, the very same contra-lesional stimulus. By fixing the exposure duration judiciously, it thus becomes possible to collect and compare behavioural data on trials with identical physical stimulation but qualitatively different visual phenomenology.

Our patient, V.E., was aged in his early 70s at the time of testing, and a right parieto-temporal stroke (figure 2) 1 year earlier had left him with a persistent left-side visual (and tactile) extinction, but with no other detectable neuropsychological impairment. In particular, we undertook careful screening for visual field loss, and found no indication of any areas of blindness.

(a) Obstacle avoidance

Our studies of obstacle avoidance have concentrated on the small automatic adjustments of our reach trajectories that occur when we reach towards an object in the presence of one or more non-target objects [30,31]. We investigated patient V.E.’s reaching behaviour using the arrangement illustrated in figure 3 [32].

On any given trial, one or two thin rods would be present on the testing board, and the task was simply to reach out and touch the grey strip at the back of the board with his right forefinger, while holding his gaze steady on the fixation point (F). Reprinted from McIntosh et al. [32].
brief that accurate reaching between the two rods would be difficult. We found that at 500 ms, he failed to detect the left-hand rod on a majority of occasions when both rods were present, despite his reporting its presence on 90 per cent of occasions when it appeared alone. This exposure time was also sufficient to allow V.E., after a little practice, to reach between the two rods without colliding with either of them.

Unpredictably from trial to trial in the experiments proper, V.E. was presented with either the left rod alone, the right rod alone, both rods together or neither rod present. On each trial, he made his reaches as quickly as possible, and also reported immediately after doing so which rods (if any) he had seen on the board. As shown in figure 4, his reaches veered strongly away from the left rod (average trajectory shown in black) or right rod (shown in green), whenever either was presented alone. The points at which these reaches crossed the imaginary line joining the rods differed from each another at a highly reliable statistical level, and also differed reliably from the reaches made when both rods were present (shown in blue and red). Crucially, when both rods were present, a subset of reaches made when V.E. reported seeing only the right one (red) were statistically indistinguishable from those where he reported seeing both rods (blue). They were entirely different from the reaches he made when only the right rod actually was present (shown in green), despite the fact that his reported visual experience on these trials was the same. Thus, the reaches that V.E. made when he experienced visual extinction still took full account of the ‘unseen’ left rod, exactly like those he made when both rods were seen and reported.

As figure 4 shows, it made no difference whether V.E. was asked to say after reaching what he had seen on that trial, or whether instead he was asked to say what he saw immediately before initiating his reach. This latter control condition rules out the possibility that in ‘after-report’ he might have ‘forgotten’ seeing a rod on the left, even though he actually had been aware of it at the moment of making his reach. In other words, it could have been that his visual short-term memory might itself have suffered from a kind of extinction, whereby his memory of what he saw on the left was blotted out by his recall of what was on the right. In practice, in both test conditions, his behaviour when he experienced extinction closely resembled his behaviour when he reported seeing both rods, and it differed completely from his behaviour when he correctly reported the presence of only the right rod.

These results strongly support the idea that the motor adjustments made when we take account of potential obstacles during reaching are guided by visual information that is not, or does not have to be, conscious. Furthermore, in separate studies, we have strong independent evidence that these adjustments to one’s reaching behaviour depend crucially on the integrity of the dorsal stream. We found that two patients with bilateral damage to the dorsal stream (A.T. and I.G.) made no detectable adjustments at all to their reaching movements when reaching between two potential obstacles whose locations varied from trial to trial [33]. This indicates that the integrity of the dorsal stream is necessary for this behaviour to survive after brain damage. In addition, we have found in other experiments that neurological patients with severe visual difficulties, but whose dorsal stream is structurally spared, still perform normally on this task. As well as our patient with extinction (V.E.), the list includes patients with spatial neglect [34], and two patients (D.F. and S.B.) with visual form agnosia [35]. Finally, there is now complementary data from functional MRI showing that the dorsal stream is selectively activated during obstacle avoidance in healthy subjects [36].

Taken together, these experiments provide convincing evidence that obstacle avoidance, of this automatic variety at least, depends on the integrity of the dorsal stream, and that it proceeds without the need for conscious perception of the stimuli that guide it. Of course, there is little doubt that our healthy controls in these experiments were visually aware of both potential obstacles as they reached out between them. What the data from our extinction patient V.E. [32] show is that the controls did not need to be aware of the obstacles. Their awareness was presumably generated in a quite separate brain system (either in the ventral stream or in higher circuitry that receives inputs from the ventral stream) from the one that was guiding their movements (the dorsal stream and its associated visuomotor areas).
(b) **Visual feedback during reaching**

The second study we undertook with patient V.E. was designed to investigate the benefits of visual feedback received from the hand during reaching out towards an object. The accuracy of reaching generally improves when one can see one's hand [37,38], particularly if the hand is visible during the deceleration phase of the movement, while it is ‘zeroing in’ on the target. In fact, under normal viewing conditions, the brain continuously registers the visual locations of both the reaching hand and the target, incorporating these two visual elements within a single ‘loop’ that operates like a servomechanism to progressively reduce their mutual separation in space (the ‘error signal’) as the movement unfolds. When the need to use such visual feedback is increased by the occasional introduction of unnoticed perturbations in the location of the target during the course of a reach, a healthy subject will make the necessary adjustments to the parameters of his or her movement quite seamlessly [39]. In contrast, a patient with damage to the dorsal stream (patient I.G.) was quite unable to take such target changes on board: she first had to complete the stream (patient I.G.) was quite unable to take such
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whether V.E. was aware of the visual feedback on a given trial or not. There were no statistically reliable differences in reaching accuracy between the ‘aware’ trials and the ‘unaware’ trials. In other words, we can conclude that whether or not V.E. was conscious of the light stimulus on his finger was a matter quite irrelevant to the accuracy of his movements. The feedback still benefited his visuomotor system to the same extent, regardless of whether or not he was visually aware of its presence.

By extension, we can infer that even in our healthy controls, this same visuomotor control loop was operating on the basis of unconsciously processed information from their reaching hand, even though, unlike V.E., they were always able to report seeing the light on the hand whenever it was switched on during a reach. The logic behind this apparently paradoxical state of affairs is similar to that in our earlier-mentioned argument based on V.E.’s behaviour in the obstacle avoidance experiment. There is no question of the controls being unaware of the light stimulus emanating from their reaching hand—clearly, they were fully aware of it. Our claim is that the processing of that stimulus for visuomotor guidance took place in a different brain system from that which generated the conscious visual experiences reported by the controls. The data support our contention that the normal brain routinely uses unconscious visual information about hand location during reaching.

4. **EVIDENCE FROM FUNCTIONAL NEUROIMAGING**

Most of the evidence I have presented so far comes from studying brain-damaged patients. Evidence of this kind is very powerful, particularly in its ability to decide between different causal accounts—in this instance, regarding the role of unconscious visual processing in the guidance of behaviour. Explanations in cognitive neuroscience, however, are at their most convincing when they are supported by converging evidence from more than just one methodology. The directly converse approach to investigating how brain damage affects cognition and behaviour is to monitor the areas that are active during those same forms of cognition and behaviour in the intact brain. Currently, the most effective way to do this in humans is to use functional MRI [46]. Of course, all techniques that record the brain activity that accompanies behaviour and cognition inevitably suffer from the critical limitation of being correlational—they can never alone provide conclusive evidence for particular causal accounts of the phenomena in question. But although functional MRI cannot stand alone, it can be very powerful in convergent combination with data derived from other methodologies.

There is now strong evidence that neural activation levels in several ventral-stream areas correlate closely with visual awareness. One of the best-known examples comes from exploiting the well-known phenomenon of ‘binocular rivalry’, in which observers are presented dichoptically with two conflicting images (for example, a face to one eye and a building to the other). Under these circumstances, the observer experiences constantly alternating percepts of either the face alone or the house alone, depending from moment to moment on which eye’s image is dominating perception. Yet of course despite these changing experiences, the two
retinae (and the early parts of the visual system) are receiving the same visual stimulation throughout. Tong et al. [47] exploited this phenomenon by measuring fMRI activations in two eponymous areas of the human ventral stream known to be specialized for the processing of the stimuli used in their experiment: the fusiform face area (FFA) and parahippocampal place area (PPA), respectively. They found that activation in the FFA and PPA fluctuated up and down in a reciprocal fashion, in close correspondence with a subject’s current awareness of the face or the building (which the subject signalled by pressing a key whenever a change occurred). In other words, the level of activity in each area was directly correlated with the presence or absence of visual awareness for stimuli within its visual specialization. Presumably whatever brain process determined the switching between the two alternative percepts did so by modulating the relative activity levels in these two parts of the ventral stream.

Importantly, a more recent fMRI study by Large et al. [48] has shown that not all ventral-stream areas show such a close correlation with visual awareness. Their subjects viewed two successive arrays of four faces, and had to judge whether one of the faces changed between the first and second views. Area FFA showed exactly the same adaptation effect when a real change went unnoticed as when there really was no change; that is, the FFA behaved in a way corresponding to conscious perception. However, an earlier area (the occipital face area) behaved quite differently, showing a lack of adaptation whenever a change occurred, irrespective of whether the subject noticed it, suggesting that this area reflects the retinal stimulation, not the conscious perception.

These and other studies provide strong evidence for a close association between different patterns of brain activity within the ventral stream and the contents of conscious perception. Notably, however, none of these studies tell us whether the differential fMRI activation associated with conscious versus unconscious processing is restricted to the ventral stream. Might not such differential effects also be present in the dorsal stream?

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, functional MRI has uncovered specific parts of the human dorsal stream that are concerned with visuomotor control, including ones that are specialized for the processing of object shape, size and orientation to guide our hand shaping when we reach to pick up objects. The best-known part of this ‘grasp’ circuitry (area AIP) lies anteriorly within the intraparietal sulcus, close to the border between the dorsal stream and primary sensorimotor cortex. In addition, a more posterior dorsal-stream area, cIPS, lying in the caudal intraparietal sulcus [49,50] is selectively activated by action-relevant information about the shape and orientation of objects, even when no overt action occurs [51]. The crucial question for present purposes, therefore, is whether the level of activation in any of these visuomotor areas is selectively associated with...
conscious visual experiences of shape, size or orientation. Because they are concerned with processing object information for calibrating grasping, areas including AIP and cIPS may be regarded as the dorsal-stream counterpart of the LO area in the ventral stream.

Fang & He [52] have directly compared the activation of area LO with the object-related areas in the dorsal stream, while presenting images of objects to one eye that could not be consciously perceived, owing to the presence of a simultaneous high-contrast dynamic noise pattern on the other eye. As shown in figure 6, they discovered that although observers were quite unaware of the object pictures as a result of this interocular suppression, the pictures still elicited substantial fMRI activation in the dorsal stream, and indeed this activation did not differ reliably from that recorded when the image was consciously perceived. In sharp contrast, as would be expected from previous work using binocular rivalry, Fang & He did find large differences in activation in the ventral stream (in and around area LO) between these ‘unaware’ and ‘aware’ conditions.

Fang & He’s results provide the first clear fMRI evidence that neural activity in the dorsal stream is not correlated with visual awareness. The fMRI data mesh nicely with the behavioural data of Roseboom & Arnold [53], who have shown that under this kind of high-contrast suppression, healthy observers can still orient their grasp appropriately for objects presented at different orientations, despite being quite unaware of the stimulus orientation. It can reasonably be concluded, therefore, that visual shape information gets through and is processed in the dorsal stream, even when it is suppressed in the ventral stream, and irrespective of whether or not it is consciously perceived.

Fang & He’s data nicely support the conclusions that emerge from our studies of brain-damaged patients, namely that visual processing in the dorsal stream proceeds quite independently of the concurrent conscious perception of the observer. In fact, we can reasonably assume that the very same object-processing systems in the dorsal stream that were activated in Fang & He’s experiment are functional in our form-agnosic patient D.F. too, thereby allowing her to perform perfectly well-formed grasping actions for objects of different shapes and sizes. In neither D.F., nor the healthy subjects of Fang & He’s experiment, do these systems provide any conscious visual percepts of object form. Such conscious perception, when present, is evidently generated elsewhere—namely within the ventral stream or beyond.

Importantly, Fang & He’s particular experimental conditions allowed them to demonstrate a significant statistical interaction between ‘visible/invisible’ and ‘dorsal/ventral’ in terms of fMRI activations. Such an interaction provides the most convincing argument possible for a differential role of the two streams in furnishing visual awareness. A more recent study by Hesselmann & Malach [54] did not find such an interaction, using a different kind of binocular suppression to induce unawareness. However, a negative result in a context like this is less powerful than a positive result. For example, in an extremely limiting case, if the suppression was sufficiently intrusive that no effective computation of form could be performed in visual cortex at all, then necessarily there would be reduced activation levels in both streams relative to a non-masked ‘visible’ condition, which is what Hesselmann & Malach found. Behavioural evidence strongly suggests that this happens when so-called ‘backward masking’, for example, is used [55]. In other words, the type and extent of suppression has to be tailored such as to permit effective form processing in both streams.

A second caveat should be noted. The present argument is not intended to imply that the dorsal stream plays no role whatever in determining conscious visual perception. In particular, the stimulus information that informs each of our percepts is obtained through a dynamic selection process that is governed by parietal and frontal areas concerned with the control of eye movements and shifts of visual attention. These areas (which notably include the lateral intraparietal area, LIP, within the dorsal stream) are also active in association with perceptual switching during binocular rivalry [56]. The important point for present purposes is that there is no evidence that these attention-related areas code anything about the specific contents of the alternating perceptual experiences. For example, the areas show no role in determining visual awareness.
5. CONCLUSION
It is worth re-emphasizing that when we reach out to pick up an object, we may have full visual awareness of our arm moving and our hand configuring in a certain way, of the target object as having a certain shape and lying in a certain location, of the presence and nature of neighbouring objects and so on. In other words, we may be fully visually aware of our actions and of the detailed environmental context in which they are made. But the essence of Milner & Goodale’s [10] interpretation is that this visual awareness accrues not from visuomotor processing in the dorsal stream, but from concurrent processing in the ventral stream. Conversely, according to the model, such ventral-stream processing plays no causal role in the real-time visual guidance of the action, despite our strong intuitive inclination to believe otherwise (what Clark [58] calls ‘the assumption of experienced-based control’). According to the Milner & Goodale model, that real-time guidance is provided through continuous visual monitoring by the dorsal stream of those very same visual inputs that we experience by courtesy of our ventral stream.

The author is grateful to Dr Cristiana Cavina-Pratesi and Dr Jason D Connolly for their comments on a draft of this paper.

ENDNOTES
1 The areas that constitute the primate dorsal stream include V6, V6A, 7a, medial intraparietal area (MIP), ventral intraparietal area (VIP), LIP, cIPS and AIP. Likely human homologues for almost all of these areas have now been found using functional neuroimaging.
2 In phase 2, prismatic glasses were worn, causing a rightward shift of 10° in the perceived position of the target. This was done in order to maximize the benefits of visual feedback. It is not relevant for the current argument.
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